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AN ORDINANCE relating to land use and zoning, repealing the moratorium adopted by
Ordinance 119487 as amended, amending Seattle Municipal Code Sections

23.55.003, 23.55.030, 23.55.034, 2155.036, 23.55.040, 23.66.160, 23,66.338,

23.69.021, 23.84.036 and adding a new section 23.55.005, Video Display Methods,
to regulate use of video display on signs.

WHEREAS, among the purposes of the Sign Code are to allow signs that invite rather than

demand the public" s attention, to encourage the use of signs that enhance the visual

environment of the city, and to protect the public interest and safety;

WHEREAS, the City of Seattle regulates signs and displays on signs in order to reduce

potential traffic safety hazards and visual blight, among other reasons set out in SMC
23.55.001;

WHEREAS, for these reasons the City prohibits or otherwise regulates signs that flash, or

that rotate or have moving parts that rotate rapidly;

WHEREAS, a major study on electronic signs prepared by the Federal Highway
Administration found that "motion or the illusion of motion of lights or other display

features," including animation, has "the greatest potential for motorist distraction as

well as a dominant visual impact on the aesthetic environment." (FHA Report, Part

V1, Section L.);

NOW THEREFORE, BE IT ORDAINED BY THE CITY OF SEATTLE AS FOLLOWS:

Section 1. Subsection A of Section 23.55.003 of the Seattle Municipal Code, which

Section was last amended by Ordinance 112830, is further amended as follows:

SMC 23.55.003 Signs prohibited in all zones.

A. The following signs shall be prohibited in all zones:

I
. Flashing signs;

2. Signs which rotate or have a rotating or moving part or parts that

revolve at a speed in excess of seven (7) revolutions per minute;
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3. Signs attached to or located on stationary motor vehicles, equipment,

trailers, and related devices, except for signs not exceeding five (5) square feet in area and

relating to the sale, lease or rent of a motor vehicle to which the signs are attached;

4. Portable signs other than readily detachable signs having a fixed base

or mounting for the placement and intermittent use of such signs;

5. Banners, streamers, strings of pennants, fabric signs, festoons of

lights, clusters of flags, wind-animated objects, balloons, searchlights, and similardevices,

except where the principal use or activity on the lot is outdoor retail sales in NC 3, C1, C2
and downtown zones, and except where permitted as temporary signs under Section

23.55.012.

6:.
Si

~

that attempt or qppear to atteMpt to direct the movement of

traffic or that interfere with, imilate or resemble any official traffic sign, signal or device.

7. S;"1_11_~, Lt~_Lirtg_~~ideo display method, except as provided in section

23.55.005, Video DisplgyNjethods.

NEWSECTION. Section 2. A new section 23.55.005, Video

Display Methods, is added to Chapter 23.55 of the Seattle Municipal Code, as follows:

SMC 23.55.005 Video Display Methods

A. Development standards. Video display may be used on a sign when the sign meets
all of the following development standards:

I
.

The sign is an on-premises sign;

2. The sign is not located in a residential, NC I or NC2 zone, Special Review

District, Historical District, Preservation District, or shoreline envirom-nent;

3. The sign meets one of the following criteria:

i. the sign face is not visible from a street, driveway, or surface parking

area, and also is not visible from a lot that is owned by a different

person, in which case the size of the sign is not limited by this

subsection of 23.55.005, Video Display Methods, and the standards

for duration or pause periods and subsection A 5, shall not apply; or

ii. the sign area is less than or equal to 1000 square inches and no single

dimension of the sign exceeds three (3) feet; or

iii. the sign meets the standards set out in subsection B, in addition to

meeting all other standards of this subsection A.

4. The maximum height for any sign using a video display method shall be

fifteen (15') feet above existing grade. Pole signs using a video display method shall be at

least ten feet (10') above the ground;

5. The sign is at least thirty-five (35) linear feet in any direction from any other

sign that uses a video display method;

2
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6. When located within fifty (50) feet of a lot in a residential zone, any part of

the sign using a video display method is oriented so that no portion of the sign face is visible

from an existing or permitted principal structure on that lot;

7. Duration: Any portion of the message that uses a video display method shall

have a minimumduration of two (2) seconds and a maximum duration of five (5) seconds.

Calculation of the duration shall not include the number of frames per second used in a

video display method. Calculation of the maximum duration shall include the time used for

any other display methods incorporated within that portion of the message displayed using a

video display method;

8. Pause Between Video Portions of Message. There shall be twenty (20)

seconds of still image or blank screen following every message using a video display

method;

9. Audio speakers shall be prohibited in association with a sign using a video

method of display;

10. Between dusk and dawn the video display shall be limited in brightness to no

more than 500 nits when measured from the sign's face at its maximum brightness; and

11. Signs using a video display method may be used after dusk only until 11:00

p.m. or, if the advertising is an on-premises message about an event at the site where the

sign is located, for up to one hour after said event.

B. In lieu of complying with subsection A (3) above, the Director of DCLU shall allow

video display methods on a sign if the sign meets all of the following additional

development standards:

I
.

The sign is within the area shown on the map attached as Exhibit A and not

within a Special Review District, Historic District, Preservation District, residential zone or

shoreline environment;

2. The sign is a minimumdistance of fifteen feet (15') from the curb; and

3. The maximum size of the sign is twenty (20) square feet as independently

applied to each sign face, including framework and border.

C. Video Signs Previously Erected. On-premises signs using the video method of display,

that have permits authorizing use of that method of display issued prior to August 1, 2001,

may continue to use the video method of display authorized in the permit provided that they

meet the standards of 23.55.005.A.6-11 above within 180 days from the effective date of the

ordinance codified in this section. Previously erected and permitted signs that use a video

method of display located within the area shown on the map attached as Exhibit A shall not

be subject to the foregoing standards of 23.55.005 except 23.55.005.A.I. If the video

method of display is terminated for 180 days or the sign is relocated or reconstructed, then

the video method of display cannot be used except in conformance with the development
standards of section 23.55.005.

3
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Section 3. Subsection B of Section 23.55.030 of the Seattle Municipal Code,
which Section was last amended by Ordinance 118 3 02, is further amended as follows:

23.55.030 Signs in NC3, CI and C2 zones.

B. Signs may be electric, externally illuminated, ((e+)) nonilluminated
((-t) ,

of mu use

video displgy methods when the sign meets the development standards in Section 23.55.005,

Video Displgy Methods.

Section 4. Subsection C of Section 23.55.034 of the Seattle Municipal Code,
which Section was last amended by Ordinance 119239, is ffirther amended as follows:

23.55.034 Signs in downtown zones.

C. General Standards for All Signs.

1. Signs may be electrical, externally illuminated, ((ef))nonilluminated

or mU use video disrlm methods when the sign meets the development standards in

Section 23.55.005., Vide-oaj5p Methods.14y

Section 5. Subsection B of Section 23.55.036 of the Seattle Municipal Code,
which Section was last amended by Ordinance 119391, is further amended as follows:

23.55.036 Signs in IB, IC, IGI and IG2 zones.

B. Signs may be electrical, externally illuminated, ((of)) nonilluminated or mqY
use video displqy methods when the sign meets the development standards in Section

23.55.005, Video Displqy Methods.

4
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Section 6. Section 23.55.040 of the Seattle Municipal Code, which Section was
last amended by Ordinance 118 8 8 8, is further amended as follows:

SNIC 23.55.040 Special exception for signs in commercial and downtown zones.

The Director may authorize exceptions to the regulations for the size, number, type,

height and depth of projection of on-premises signs in neighborhood commercial,

commercial, downtown office core, downtown ret((i-a))gi1I core, downtown mixed

commercial, and downtown harborfront zones as a special exception pursuant to Chapter

23.76, Procedures for Master Use Permit and Council Land Use Decisions((-.)),g2j~tth~at

no ~pecial exception mgy be authorized fora sign using video displqy methods. When one

(1) or more of the conditions in subsection A of this section have been met, the

characteristics described in subsection B of this section shall be used to evaluate the merits

of the proposal. Proposals must also meet the intent of the Sign Code as specified in Section

23.55.001, Intent. An exception shall not be granted for roof signs or signs prohibited in

Section 23.55.003. In downtown zones, the Director shall consult with the Seattle Design
Commission before issuance of the special exception decision.

Section 7. Subsection A of Section 23.66.160, which Section was last amended

by Ordinance 117555, is further amended as follows:

SMC 23.66.160 Signs.

A. The following signs shall be prohibited throughout the Pioneer Square
Preservation District:

Permanently affixed, freestanding signs (except those used to identify areas

such as parks);

signs.

Roof signs;

Billboards;

Electric signs((;)) and signs using video displqy methods, excluding neon

Section 8. Subsection E of Section 23.66.338, which Section was last amended

by Ordinance 117555, is further amended as follows:
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SMC 23.66.338 Business identification signs

E. Illumination. Neon-lit signs are encouraged to create an exciting and
enhanced visual image in the retail core.

I
.

No sign or light shall move, flash or make noise. Exceptions may be

granted by the Department of Neighborhoods Director for indicators of time or temperature,
after review and recommendation by the Board.

2. Illuminated signs shall be designed and sited in a manner to minimize

glare on floors above grade in nearby residences.

3. SigLis using video displgy methods are prohibited.

Section 9. Subsection A of Section 23.69.021 of the Seattle Municipal Code,
which Section was last amended by Ordinance 118362, is further amended as follows:

SMC 23.69.021 Signs in Major Institution Overlay Districts.

A. General Standards.

I
. Signs shall be stationary and shall not rotate.

2. No flashing, changing-image., ((e+)) message board signs,~~ins

using video displqy methods, except as permitted as defined in 23.55.005, Video Display

Methods, shall be permitted.

3. Signs may be electric, externally illuminated, or nonilluminated.

Section 10. Section 23.84.036 of the Seattle Municipal Code, which Section was

last amended by Ordinance 119839, is further amended as follows:

23.84.036 Definitions -- S.

"Sign, changing-image" means a sign., including a sign using a video displgy method,

which changes its message or background by means of electrical, kinetic, solar or

mechanical energy, not including message board signs. A video display method is a method

of displqy characterized by real-time, full-motion imagery of at least televisiop._qqglity.

6
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1 Section 11. The moratorium enacted in Ordinance 119487 as amended is repealed

2 as of the effective date of this ordinance.

3

4

5 Section 12. The several provisions of this ordinance are declared to be separate

6 and severable, and the invalidity of any clause, sentence, paragraph, subdivision, section, or

7 portion of this ordinance, or the invalidity of the application thereof to any person or

8 circumstance, shall not affect the validity of the remainder of this ordinance or the validity of

9 its application to other persons or circumstances. The Council intends to maintain the Sign

10 Code in order to continue to promote the purposes for which it was adopted, and if the

11 amendments in this ordinance render the Sign Code invalid in any respect, then the Council

12 intends the Sign Code to remain in effect as if this ordinance had not been adopted.

13

14

15

16

17

18

19

20

21

Section 13. This ordinance shall take effect and be in force thirty (30) days from

and after its approval by the Mayor, but if not approved and returned by the Mayor within

ten (10) days after presentation, it shall take effect as provided by Municipal Code

Section 1.04.020.

Passed by the City Council the day of Q j-A e% i

&
a
m

p
;

AY
Cf -A

-

,
2001, and signed by

me in open session in authentication of its passage this u",- day of

22
11

2001.

23

24
11 President o

25

26

27

28

29

30

31
11

Filed by me this t W , .

day of

32

33

34

35
1 (SEAL)
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City of Seattle

Department of Design, Construction and Land Use

R. F. Krochalis, Director

MEMORANDUM

TO: Council President, Margaret Pageler

Via Margaret Klockars, Law Department

SUBJECT: Video Display Method Ordinance

Transmittal

FROM: Rick Krochalis, Director

DATE: May 29, 2001

k4 A/__

With this memorandum we are transmitting for City Council consideration proposed

legislation amending the Land Use Code to allow signs using video display methods under

certain conditions.

Background

In 1999, the Council adopted a moratorium on signs displaying animation or rapidly

changing images or messages. The moratorium was extended until October 1, 2001.

DCLU is now proposing permanent regulations governing video display methods used on

signs. The use of such methods on signs, including the well-known sign on 1-5 near Fife,

has raised concerns about the effect on traffic safety and aesthetics if such methods are

allowed without careful regulation.

DCLU retained a consultant in the field of driver distraction, and this ordinance is based

on his advice and on aesthetic concerns about compatibility with the character of certain

zones and special districts. The ordinance allows the use of video display methods on

signs that are limited in size, restricted to locations where additional traffic safety impacts

and aesthetic impacts are minimized, and where the portion of the message using video

display methods is limited in duration.

be displayed using all methods allowed by the Sign Code.

Regulation of these methods for displaying messages on signs does not change the number

of signs allowed in the city, nor does it restrict content on signs because messages can still

...........

City of Seattle, Department of Design, Construction and Land Use

700 Hift'n Avenue, Suite 2000, Seattle, WA 98104-5070

An equal employment opportunity, affimative action e-m-ployer. Accommodations for people with disabilities Provided upon request,



Environmental Determination

The Director of DCLU has detennined that the proposed amendments are not likely to

have a significant adverse environmental impact, and has issued a Determination of Non-

Significance. (DNS - no Environmental Impact Statement required.)

Public Hearing Scheduled

A public hearing on the proposed legislation is scheduled before the Council's Finance,

Budget and Economic Development Committee on Wednesday, June 13, 2001, at 5:30

p.m. in the Council Chambers.

Non-Financial Legislation

The proposed legislation will not have a substantial impact on City resources, as permit

fees will cover the costs of administration.

If you have any questions about the proposed legislation, please contact Kristian Kofoed

by email at kristian.kofoed@ci.seattle.wa.us or by phone at (206) 233-7191.

Attachment



SIGN CODE AINIENDMENTS TO REGULATE VIDEO DISPLAY METHODS

DIRECTOR'S REPORT AND RECOMMENDATION

INTRODUCTION

The Department of Design, Construction and Land Use (DCLU) is proposing to amend the Land
Use Code to regulate video display methods on signs. This ordinance repeals the moratorium on

these methods of display and adopts permanent standards for such methods.

Among the purposes of the Sign Code are to allow signs that promote certain public goals,

including promoting local business vitality, encouraging the use of signs that enhance the visual

environment of the city and mitigating impacts on traffic safety.

Signs using video display methods are likely to have more distractive effects than other signs,

and thus may pose an additional risk to traffic safety. In addition, too many of these signs within

a small area may affect the character of that area in a way not contemplated by the zoning for that

area.

Because of these additional potential traffic safety and aesthetic impacts, additional regulations

are proposed to regulate video display methods on signs. Video display methods that operate in

compliance with these regulations would be consistent with the City's Sign Code. Adopting these

proposed standards does not change the number of signs allowed in the city, nor does it restrict

content on signs because messages can be displayed using all methods currently allowed by the

Sign Code.

BACKGROUND

The City Council approved a moratorium on June 1, 1999, made effective on June 4, 1999,

which related to certain methods of displaying animation or rapidly changing images or

messages. The Council directed DCLU to study these methods and develop permanent
standards. The moratorium was extended through October 1, 2001, while DCLU was engaged in

studying these methods of display and appropriate permanent regulations.

To assist in its study, DCLU retained a consultant, Gerald Wachtel/Veridian Group, to advise on
traffic hazards posed by these signs and mitigation of those hazards. The proposed regulations

are based on the characteristics of such display methods, on DCLU's expertise in determining

whether particular activities are consistent with the aesthetic character of particular zones,
DCLU's review of other jurisdictions' regulations of such display methods, and on the

consultant's advice.

The regulatory structure proposed for permanent standards was also used in the moratorium, with

some modifications.



ANALYSIS

The proposed Land Use Code amendment generally prohibits signs usingvideo display methods,

unless certain development standards are met.

Signs using video display methods are considered to be a subset of 'changing-image signs.' The

Land Use Code defines changing-image signs as signs that change message or background by

means of electrical, kinetic, solar or mechanical energy. The ordinance defines the video display

method as "a method of display characterized by real-time, fall-motion imagery of television

quality." Similar to changing-image display methods, video display methods change their

message and background, but in a way that potentially increases hazards for drivers as compared

to other changing-image signs.

DCLU's consultant has advised that video display methods are at the most technologically

advanced end of a continuum of possible sign technologies. Such display methods are capable of

showing text and images of television-like quality, and can do so on large, bright screens that can

be seen from great distances and at very wide viewing angles, both day and night, It is the sum
total of these characteristics (size, brightness, viewing angle, rich color, television-quality image

resolution) that provides video display methods with the capability to capture, and hold for

extended periods, the driver's attention, and supports a finding that these methods have a greater

potential to contribute to driver distraction.

Because of the difference between video display methods and other methods, different

regulations are proposed to address this greater potential for driver distraction.

The ordinance adds a new section, 23.55-003, to the Sign Code to generally prohibit such display

methods unless all of these criteria are met:

" The sign is an on-premises sign;

" The sign is not located in a residential zone, Special Review District, Historical District,

Preservation District, or shoreline environment;

" The sign area, as measured in square inches, is less than or equal to 1000 square inches and

no single dimension of the sign exceeds three (3) feet;

" The maximum height for any sign using a video display method is fifteen (15') feet above

existing grade. Pole signs using a video display method must be at least ten feet (10') above

the ground; and

" The sign is at least thirty-five (35) linear feet in any direction from any other sign that uses a

video display method.

" Larger signs are permitted if additional standards are met.

Requirement, that the sign be an on-premises sign

The City's Sign Code does not allow new off-premises signs because these signs do not promote
a public purpose, except for sign kiosks.



Allowing this method of display on off-premise signs, such as billboards, would increase their

potential for driver distraction, as explained above. Since these signs do not serve a public

purpose, it is not desirable to increase their impacts on traffic safety. The prohibition of video

display methods is consistent with the State Department of Transportation's prohibition of such

methods on off-premise signs visible from the highway.

Locational requirements

This display method is not allowed on a sign located in a residential zone, a Special Review

District, Historical District, Preservation District, or shoreline environment. Because signs using

video display methods are, a type of changing-image sign, and changing-image signs are

prohibited in any residential zone and NC I and NC2 zones, video display methods are also

prohibited in these zones. In addition, the effects of these methods of display are more likely to

conflict with the intended character of the special districts and the shoreline environment.

Size and height requirements

The ordinance sets a maximum size of 1000 square inches for signs using video display methods,

with-no single dimension of the sign exceeding three (3) feet. This size is more likely to be

pedestrian oriented. The ordinance also sets a maximum height for any sign using a video

display method of fifteen (15) feet above existing grade, to limit the extent of visibility to

drivers, with pole signs using a video display method required to be at least ten feet (10) above

the ground to promote adequate clearance for pedestrians and bicyclists.

Di~persion requirements

The ordinance requires that a sign using the video display method be at least thirty-five (35)

linear feet in any direction from any other sign using such a method. Similar to the size and

height requirements, a dispersion requirement will help promote a pedestrian orientation and

prevent a cluster of such signs in any particular zone. Clustering of these signs could change the

character of an area in a way inconsistent with the goals of the zoning for that area, as well as

increasing driver distraction.

ADDIIJONAL STANDARDS
This report recommends that for sips that meet all the development standards except for size,

additional standards be met allowing a sip of greater size but with safeguards to mitigate

potential impacts on driver safety and the visual environment.

Location

In addition to the locational requirements set out above, the larger size sign is only allowed in the

area illustrated in Exhibit A, generally the downtown area. Larger signs using video display

methods are likely to be more consistent with the urban character of the downtown area, with the

same prohibition against such methods in residential zones, shorelines and special review

districts. The ordinance includes a prohibition against light trespass. When signs using such

methods are located within fifty (50) feet of an abutting lot in a residential zone, these signs shall

be oriented so that no portion of the sign face is visible from an existing or permitted principal
structure on the abutting lot. In addition, signs using video display methods are required to be at



least fifteen feet (15') from the street edge, making them more likely to be oriented to pedestrians

and not motorists.

Size

The sign using video display methods may to be up to twenty (20) square feet in size. The City

of Portland has recently adopted this size limit for similar signs. According to the City of

Portland's report, this size would allow smaller, pedestrian-oriented signs such as those

traditionally used in downtown, while prohibiting larger signs from overwhelming the pedestrian

or built environment, or adding to the distraction of motorists.

The ordinance applies this maximum size limit to any sign face that uses video display methods,

including the framework and border. Including the framework and border would prohibit the

twenty square feet limit from being used for a portion of the sign face, with different display

methods being used for the remainder of the sign face, thus increasing potential distraction.

Duration

The ordinance imposes a minimum and maximum duration limit on images using video display

methods. This is more of a concern for signs using video display methods that may be larger

than 1000 square inches.

Any portion of the sign that displays video must be on the screen for at least two seconds and

must not remain on the screen for more than ten seconds. DCLU's consultant has advised that

constraints on minimum and maximum display time can reduce the likelihood of the driver being

distracted from primary driving tasks. Setting a limit on maximum display time reduces the

likelihood that a driver will become engrossed in the message being presented and try to view the

entire message regardless of its length. If there is a maximum permitted presentation time per

message, then, in the worst case, a driver will see the message when it first appears, but the

duration constraint will capture his or her attention from the driving task for the shortest possible

time. Placing a minimumdisplay time constraint reduces the likelihood that any driver will see

such a message and believe that he or she has missed part of it, thus leading to anticipation that it

will be shown again.

Existing signs with valid permits for using video display methods are allowed to continue, but if

relocated will be required to meet the new development standards. Existing signs that are not

using video display methods but are capable of converting to such a method must meet the new

development standards in order to use the video display method.

SUMMARY OF RECOMMENDATIONS

The effect of these proposed amendments is to generally prohibit video display methods but to

allow them with regulations that address the City's concerns about signs contributing to traffic

safety and visual blight. This report recommends that the potential distractive effect and aesthetic

impact of these display methods is addressed by the small size, height, dispersion standards and

location set forth in the general development standards. These development standards also help

promote a pedestrian orientation for signs using these methods. For those signs with video



display methods that exceed the size limit in the general development standards, the additional

regulations will also mitigate the impacts of slightly larger signs.



VIDEO SIGNS IN SEATTLE - FINAL REPORT

1. INTRODUCTION AND BACKGROUND.

Electronic outdoor advertising using video technology is one of the latest advances available to the

advertising industry. Because such displays can present moving images in full color, at brightness levels

that render them highly visible. both day and night, and Mth the image quality of television, such signs have

the potential to distract apptoaching moiorist~ from their primary driving task to a greater degree than

earlier generationsof commercial electronic variable messag,,Ile si Lips (C'EVMS). Further, video signs,

because of their wider angle ot'view than trad~tional CEVMS, cari contribute to such distraction for longer

intervals than can other CEVMS te,_hnology. As a cesult of these capabilities, video displays pose a greater
risk to traffic safety than other fornis ofouldooc advertising. The City of Seattle recognized the potential

for distraction posed by the introduction of this technology and set out to develop proactive legislation to

address these display methods. This report is submitted to the Seattle Department of Design, Construction

and Land Use (DCLU) to help inform development of this legislation. The report represents an effort to

address traffic safety issues related to video signs from the perspective of the disciplines of human factors

and positive guidance.

(A) BRIEF HISTORY OF LARGE SCREEN VIDEO DISPLAYS

Although there is no single definition of a "large screen video display" (particularly as home "theaters"

grow ever larger), I have used the term in this report to refer to any video display intended to be, or that

may be, viewed by drivers from a public right-of-wa y. Bright, large screen video displays have been

difficult to accomplish until reccritly. Original'I y, front or rear projection techniques were used to

create such displays,bat the-se suffeted from poor brightness and contrast which rendered them unsuitable

for high ambient light corditions such as outdoors in daylight. The first displays that provided both bright
and large images were based on CRT (cathode ray tube) technology, and traded under brand names such as

SONY JumboTrorirm and MitsL,,bishi Diamond Vision!"". The major limitations of these technologies were
that they were veryheavy and consumed large amounts of power. Newer technologies, particularly those

using LEDs (light-emitting diodes) to form the image, have made such displays more practical and

economical.

The largest of large screen video displays can show "full color" moving images to large groups and over

large distances. Indeed, most of the early applications of such displays have been in sports stadiums and

arenas and in entcrtainment ven=s. These displays differ, technologically, from more traditional moving

image signs in that theyate capah4- of using true video sources (such as videotape or cameras [including
"live feeds"]) to generate the irna.ge for display. They can, of course, also use other sources such as

computer generated graphics, scans, digit-al photoo0 graphs, etc. Although the size of the video signs that will

be permitted by the pioposed Seattle legislation is considerably smaller than the largest such signs in use0

today, they use similar technologies for similareffects.

Because there are many different technologies that can be used to create the image that is seen on a large

screen video display, it is infeasible and inappropriate to develop technology-based regulations for such

signs. Further, the City's interest in regulation is not based on any restriction of a particular technology, but

to address the potential impact on traffic safety that may result from the unrestricted use of any of the video

technologies that can produce the effects that cause driver distraction.

(13) CHARACTERISTICS OF VIDEO SIGN TECHNOLOGY:

W Color

Every video picture is divided into a number of dots called pixels (an industry term meaning picture

elements). In the case of a large screen CRT display, each pixel may in turn be made up of three (or more)
small CRTs, one red, one green, and one blue. By varying the brightness of each CRT, any color can be

1



created. This is often referred to as a "full color" display. Each small CRT is the same as a traditional

television picture tube, except that, since it forms only one small part of a large display, it needs to produce

only the intensity of one pixel. Thus, by combining thousands of these small CRTs to create the display, it

is possible to generate a very bright, full color image on the screen.

(ii) ImaRe Creation

LED-based displays work on the same principle as CRT-based displays, addressed in the previous section.

During the 1990s, LED-based displays began to succeed CRTs in large screen video displays for three

principal reasons: they consume far less power, they weigh much less, and they are considerably smaller.

Further, whereas CRT-based displays are difficult to manufacture, LED-based displays are far simpler to

produce, leading to a dramatic expansion of the field of suppliers. Thus, LED-based displays have become

by far the most popular today, although other technologies are being developed and improved that may

someday supplant the LED as the technology of choice for large screen video.

The visual quality of the image that is displayed on a video screen is affected by several factors, These

include: resolution, screen size, distance between pixels, quality of the source image, and image processing

electronics and technology. These factors are explained below.

a. Resolution. The niost important factor in image quality is resolution. Resolution is simply the total

number of vertical and horizontal pixels that form the image. The greater the number of pixels, the greater
the resolution.

b. Screen size. In general, because a larger screen can contain a greater number of pixels, it can provide

better resolution than a smaller screen.

c. Pixel pitch. 'Tixel pitch" is defined as the distance between adjacent pixels. A smaller pixel pitch means

that individual pixels are closer to each other, yielding a better quality image. A larger pixel pitch means

the pixels are further away from each other, resulting in a poorer quality image.

d. Video source. The source of the video image itself also affects image quality. The broadcast television

standard in the United States, called NTSC (National Television System Committee), has a "native

resolution" of about 640 pixels horizontally by 480 pixels vertically. (These figures can vary slightly under

some circumstances). Other countries use different video broadcast standards (the most common are known

as PAL and SECAM) with different "native resolutions," Thus, when we refer to images of "television

quality" we are referring to the NTSC native resolution that is the standard in the U.S. Images that, for

whatever reason, are not displayed with a minimumresolution at least as great as the "native resolution"

will be of poorer quality.

Image processing. Because a standard video signal cannot be directly displayed on a screen without first

being processed, the number of steps used in this processing, the technological approach chosen to convert

the image, and the quality of the electronics used can all affect the final, displayed image quality.

(iv) Ari~htness

Other characteristics being equal (such as size of the screen and the same image being displayed), the

brighter the display, the farther away it can be seen, and the better it will "stand out" from other objects in

the visual field (this is known as "conspicuity"). Brightness, for commercial video displays is typically

measured in nits (cd/m2 or candelas per square meter) - the higher the number, the brighter the display. For

large screen video displays to be highly visible outdoors in daylight, most writers suggest that a brightness

of 3500-5000 nits is a necessary minimum. Many manufacturers claim, in their product specifications, to

be able to achieve this level of brightness. However, because there are many variables present in the design



and operation of video displays and in the techniques used for brightness measurement, display brightness

measurement is not straightforward.

2. BASIS FOR REGULATING VIDEO DISPLAYS

Traditional CEVMS can display compliter-generated images ranging from simple matrices of light bulbs

turned onand off in computer-driven patterns to more complex computer graphics, typically at VGA, EGA,
or SVGA resolutions. Disp~ays on suchsigns can also be generated from sources such as scanned and

digital carneralrnages,. By comparison.vi
.

deo signs are capable of displaying the same computer graphics

as CEVTMIS. but, in addition, ima(tes orioinatin- from, television broadcast and video system signals, such as

NTSC, Pi~_L, SECANI, and HDTv', including live camera"feeds" in real time.
Z:1

In addition to a wider variety of static and dynamic image sources and far greater graphics resolution, video

displ;.vys can present full color, television-quality images that are more realistic than standard CEVMS, and

can dis-.)Iav these images at significantly wider viewing angles. Because the video presentation of complete

stories, scenes or vignettes, of potentially unllirnited duration, can be so realistic, they are likely to be more

compelling to view than stich presentationson tra&amp;tional CEVMS. For all of these reasons, video displays

can be more distracting to drivers than traditional CEVMS. Consequently, different standards should be

established for si,-ns using video display methods than for other signs that are capable of presenting moving

or chan-ing iniages and niessags.
t--

- - I
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Ima,ge quality was addressed in the previous section of this report. Color and viewing angle are discussed

below.

(A) Color

All video display signs produce color images by using different colored lighting sources in various

combinations. Signs that do not use video as their source can display tens of thousands of colors, according

to manufacturers' literature, A typical non-video display has the capability to depict 32,768 colors

simultaneously (see, for example, www.hitechled.com). In contrast, video displays are capable of

displaying millions of colors simultaneously. Although the human eye cannot distinguish this many colors

directly, this palette permits the sign to produce an image which is far more realistic, saturated, complex,
and visually "rich" than is possible for non-video signs. A video sign that can display 16.7 million colors

(see, 'L)i -xample, www.videoplusd'ispiavscor,,i,) is approximately 500 times greater in this regard than the

non-video si -a discussed above. '11'he Mi-,subishi Diamond VisionTm technology (www,diamond-

vision.com), which claims more than one bilhon colors, (actually 1,073,741,824) presents the number of

colors of the older teelinology multiplied by itself (i.e. 32,768 x 32,768). Therefore, the number of colors

displayed and the richness of the resultant visual image is one distinguishing characteristic of video sign

technology.

(B) Viewing angle

The widei- the horizontal viewing angle, the longer the time that a motorist, driving along a route

ppf oaching the displa~, will be able to see the images presented on the screen, In other words, a wider

view"11g.an,gde makes possible a loric-er period of time in which the sign can capture and hold the attention

of the approaching driver.

Viewing angle can be measured both v~~rtic-allv and horizontally, from a point at the geometric center of the

display. The most widely accepted definition of viewing angle is the point at which the measured

bright ness of the display "falls ofr' (is reduced) to 50% of its maximum brightness when measured on axis

(directly in line with the display). Vertical viewing angle refers to the degree, above and below the center

of the display, at which brightness is reduced by 50%, whereas horizontal viewing angle refers to the

degree to the left or right of the display center at which the 50% brightness level is reached.

For purposes of traffic safety, we are principally concerned with horizontal viewing angle. We are less

concerned with the vertical viewing angle because video advertising or message center signs are commonly



placed ten or more feet above the ground and may be tilted down at the top so that approaching viewers

will have the longest possible sight distance with maximum brightness. This downward tilt of the sign has

the effect of increasing the vertical viewing angle to the approaching driver such that the 50% brightness
cutoff point will not be reached before the driver passes the sign. Accordingly, from the traffic safety

perspective we need not be concerned with the vertical viewing angle.

According to manufacturers' specifications, horizontal viewing angle for CEVMS signs seems to range
from 30-60' to the left and right of the sign (see, for example, www.hitechled.com). Equivalent values for

video signs, however, are typically as great as 120' left and right (see, for example, www.diamond-

vision.com). A viewing angle two to four times wider for video signs than for non-video signs suggests that

video displays can attract and hold a driver's attention for a longer period of time than a traditional

CEVMS.

It should be noted that two additional factors can serve to reduce the effective viewing angle of an LED
sign (video or non-video). Although these factors are a product of sign design and construction, their

impact an the display's viewing angle is subject to individual differences on the part of the viewers. In

other words, the extent to which either (or both) of these factors adversely affects viewing distance is

subjective, and will differ from one observer to another. The first, called "shouldering," may cause a color

shift at wider viewing angles. This phenomenon is caused by an LED of one color blocking the viewing

path of the LED of another color. If this phenomenon occurs at a greater distance from the sign than the

distance at which the brightness falls off to 50%, it could lead a sign operator to claim a narrower viewing

angle for a given sign. The second is called pixelization, and it enables the viewer to see the pixel structure,

i.e. the individual dots that make up the image on the sign. Pixelization results from viewing the image
from a close distance, and is more likely to occur with screens with large pixel pitch (i.e. greater space
between the LEDs that form each pixel). It also sets an effective minimumdistance from which the display

can be viewed with acceptable image quality. Because, as stated above, of individual differences in

judgment of the effects on image quality of both shouldering and pixelization, and because there is no

objective method to measure this effect, I believe that neither of them should be used in calculations of

viewing angle when traffic safety is the criterion.

(C) The Zeigarnik Effect

Messages on signs with television-quality imagery may trigger what is known as the Zeigarnik Effect, In

1927, the German Gestalt Psychologist Zelgarnik observed that tasks left uncompleted were more likely to

be recalled and attended to than tasks that had been completed. The Zeigamik Effect, as it has since

become known, has been the subject of considerable psychological research and has been shown to apply to

a wide variety of behavioral situations.

For example, the Zeigarnik Effect has been shown to affect a need for people to exert considerable effort to

complete one task before beginning another, to explain why some people resist interruption during the

performance of tasks, and why some people have difficulty in simultaneously handling multiple tasks. See,

for example, Gilhe &amp; Broadbent (1989) Schiffman &amp; Greist-Bousquet (1992), and Harris (1998).

The Zeigarnik Effect has direct relevance to the regulation of video signs. When viewing a video sign that

presents a visual story or message, a driver may be motivated (if not compelled) to watch the story through

to its completion. Such motivations, when they occur behind the wheel, can result in such risky behaviors

as slowing, stopping, unsafe lane changing, and inappropriate eye and head movements ("improper

lookouf'). In the field of traffic safety known as Positive Guidance (see, for example, Alexander, G.J. &amp;

Lunenfeld, H., 1986, 1990), such behaviors may result from what these authors refer to as an inappropriate

shift in a driver's assignment of primacy. Video signs, because of their realistic, television-like quality, may
trigger this behavior more readily than traditional CEVMS or other non-video signs.

(3) PROPOSED REGULATIONS OF VIDEO SIGNS IN SEATTLE

The Zeigarnik Effect suggests that the proposed regulation should serve to reduce the potential for

approaching drivers to observe an incomplete video segment. If only part of a video segment is viewed,



then the driver may be motivated or compelled to finish watching the segment, even though this is unsafe.

Therefore, the regulation should limit the duration of video segments and reduce the likelihood that

multiple video segments can be viewed. This can be accomplished by extrapolating from the results and

cmiclusions of the human factors research studies discussed below and applying them to the regulation of

video signs.

(A) The 80-20 Rule

Specific research into the attentional demand imposed upon, and tolerated by, drivers was first conducted in

1967 by Senders, J., Kristofferson, A., Levison, W.H., Dietrich, C.W, &amp; Ward, J.L. (1967). These

researchers performed a series of studies to evaluate the extent to which different driving situations

imposcd demands upon drivers' attertion.' In fiis Pioneering work drivers wore a motorcycle-type helmet

whi , le dt iving on a ctosed road CiDUrSe. Attachcd to the helmet was a visor which, when in the lowered

position, completely blocked the driver's view of the road ahead. Subjects were instructed to stay in their

lane, obey traffic regulations, and view the forward (roadway'- scene as little as possible. They could

control the position of the visor with their foot. After a series of carefully controlled experiments, the

researchers concluded that the position of the visor was directly related to the degree of attentional demand

placed or, the driver. When the deniand was high, qubjects kept the visor open to be sure that they could

see, and attend to, the road ahead~ when dernand was reduced, drivers lowered the visor and willingly

blocked their ,-)wr view of the road ahead, indicaLing that they felt comfortable in temporarily reducing the

amount of attention
-Ii

ven to the driving Lask.

Since this early re~earch, other irrvestil-ators have studied the same phenomenon using a variety of

exj)eTiMental techniques to measure attentional demand. Recently, Mourant and Ge (14997) expanded upon
Scnders' ~~,ork using a driving simulato- with a helmet mounted visual display system. Results trom these

two Studies 30 years apart demonstrate quite consistent results, including the following (~,alues in

pareniheses are taken.1"tom the,11ourant srud.v): (a) attentional demand increases with increasing speed

(from 7'! % a, 33 ki)h to 86~1,_. at 100 kph); (b) ,meniional dl-,raand on curves,(85%) exceeds"hat on straight

sections ofroad,181~`c); and (c) attentional dernand on curves in the presence of oncoming traffic (88%)

exceeds the d,,~rniarid on such curves when uaffic was absent 00%).

The rclevance of this work to video sign regulation is in the reciprocal relationship of attentional demand to

what psycholol-ists refer to as "spare" attentional or irformation processing capacity. For example, when

attentionai de-nnand upon a driver caused by the driving task itself is 80%, that driver can be said to have

20% spare capacwy~ i e. 20"Y of that driver s cognitive resources are available to attend to stimuli that are

--i~ n) -essential, or even irrelevant, to the prit-nary (drivirt-) task. Considerable human factors research (see,

for example, Wachtel &amp; Netherton, 1980) tells us that the risk of driver error increases as spare capacity

decreaseS. When spare capac-ity is MdUCC,d tO ZCTO driver;; then enter a condition often referred to as

information ovei'oad and the risk of error increa-ses geatl-%.

For purposes of this
report, I reviewed Mourant's data with the above assumptions. My review of his

research concluded that he found drivers' spare capacities to be 23, 14, 15, 19, 12, and 20% respectively,
under the simulated road, traffic and speed conditions that he studied.

Although t~e traffic speeds, volumes and movements on an inner-city street network such as that found in

downtown Seattle cannof be directly compared with the simulated traffic conditions evaluated by Mourant

or the earficr closed-track- studies of Senders, I believe that both the Senders and Mourut work lend

support to the conclusion that a regulation should restrict, to tbe extent practical, a driver's exposure to11

video 'Imagery on displays that are visible from the road to a maximum of about 20% of the driver's

The measurement of attentional demand i-rnposed upon drivers is of importance to highway designers,

traf fic engincers, and human factors professionals because, when attentional demand is great, drivers in

geiaeral, and oidor drivers in particular, are subieced to information overload which may adversely affect

their dl'iving performance. This concern has been well documented in the highway safety and human
factors literature for many years.



capacity. Displays below the maximum are still distracting, but will be safer than those exceeding the

maximum.

If certain assumptions are made about prevailing traffic speeds and sight distances to such signs, this 20%
limit can be expressed as an upper limit on video display segment duration measured in seconds, because a

driver has only a fixed amount of time available to traverse the distance, at a given speed, between the

point at which the sign can first be read and the point at which it can no longer be read. In the time it takes

to traverse this distance, approximately 20% of the driver's attention can be expended on non-primary

tasks, including observation of a video message on a commercial sign. The reciprocal, 80%, of this amount

of time should remain available for use in the primary driving tasks.

Although the 80-20 Rule can and should be applied, in my opinion, to the establishment of constraints on

the maximum video message display time, I believe that it should be applied in conjunction with another

"rule," which I have extrapolated, from a different set of relevant human factors research studies. This is

known as the "15 Second Rule," and is discussed below.

(B) The 15 Second Rule

The Safety and Human Factors Committee of the Society of Automotive Engineers (SAE) has been

developing a draft document titled: "SAE Recommended Practice -

Navigation and Route Guidance Function Accessibility While Driving (SAE 2364)" (SAE, 2000),

commonly known as the "15-Second Rule for Total Task Time", or, more simply, the 15 Second Rule. This

draft document specifies that 15 seconds is the maximum time that should be allowed for a driver to

perform an in-vehicle navigation system task when that task involves both manual controls and visual

displays2. The proposed rule requires that manufacturers of such devices demonstrate their compliance with

the rule through a series of carefully defined and conducted tests.

The Recom mended Practice, if approved in its current form, will establish a "design limit" for the total task

time associated with the presentation of visual information and the corresponding manual control actions

necessary to operate such systems if those functions are accessible to the driver while the vehicle is in

motion.

Recently, questions have been raised about the applicability of the proposed 15 Second Rule to other

driving-related tasks, including those that are "predominantly visual, such as reading a map... ." One of the

principal developers of the 15 Second Rule recently addressed the question about expanding the

applicabi) i -Y of the rule to other tasks (Green, 2000). Green concludes, based upon his own and third party

research that the "eyes-off-the-road time" associated with other tasks that require visual guidance

was typical iy 60% to 75% of the total task time used in the calculation of the 15 Second Rule, or

approximately 10 seconds. He further believes that "the 10 second total for eyes-off-the-road time
. .. can

be applied more broadly" (i.e. to other "predominantly visual" tasks).

(C) Maximum Duration of Video Mes

There is a potentially wide range of locations in which a video sign may be sited -locations which may
include a variety of traffic speeds and posted speed limits as well as topographic and structural

considerations that could expand or reduce the sight distance to any given sign. Therefore, it was not

possible to develop a single value for the maximum duration of a video message segment that could satisfy

all situations, However, extrapolating from the 80-20 Rule and the 15 Second Rule and combining the

2
Automobiles are increasingly being equipped with sophisticated on-board navigation and route guidance

systems. Although these systems are intended to provide a convenience to drivers by reducing their need

for pre-trip planning, they typically require both manual control (such as entering a destination) and visual

("eyes-off-the-road") attention (such as reading the display's map or route instructions) that can take

substantially more time to use and demand more of the driver's attentional capacity than conventional

controls and displays such as headlights, windshield wipers, or the radio.



relevant findings of each, I developed a formula that can be used to determine an "reasonable',3 maximum
video rnessage length and interval between successive niessages that is, in my opinion, appropriate to a

Scitth, recalation. I acce ted Green's preliminary recommendations and determined that 10 seconds %,as anl= p

appropriate absolute Upper limit for the duration of any 1-i veyi video message, regardless of its setting. I

then, as (discussed zabove, extrapo':ated fiotit Sendets' and Mourant's work and concluded that that no SLIch

message should ol~:cupy more than approx"mate-ly 20% of a driver's traverse time to a video sign fromthe

point at w-hich -.he sign can first be read. Ttiese two recommendations, when used together, should enable

an upper lirnit on video message length to be established for any given sign, depending upon the specifics

of its site, with an absolute upper limit of 10 seconds regardless of site.

(D) Minimum Duration of Video Message

From the stanftoint of traffic safetv, there is one principal concern that should be used to inform the

regulatory iniposition o!
I

a mintinum vad disp;av-,one. That is, no such message should beeo mes

permitted to be dispilayed so briefily that it appe.-ars to flash. I inderstand that the City of Seattle presently

regulates against flashing signs,and these regulations rnay be applic~:,.ble to video signs as well.- I Z~

(E) Pause Bet%~ ecri Successive Video.N es~ageL_

In accordance wth the applicability of the 80-20 Rule and the 15 Second Rule to the establishment of

maximum video inessage display lengths, it is equally important that a regulation mandate that successive

video rnessages be separated by pauses
i

n which the video screen presents either a blank face or a static

irnage. Such a pause is necessary to minimize [he likelihood that any given driver will see more than one

video n-l-essage, or th.at mul"Ple successive messages could be interpreted as one single message, thus

risking the onset of the Zciuarnik Effect. The duration of such pauses is also of si,gifficance and, in my
opinion, flows directly fron, the 80-20 Rule. Specifically, extrapolation from thie Senders and Mourant

research leads me to fecornmend that the iqler-vi 'deo pause duration should be four tirrics the duration of the

actual video messagc~ that is; pert-nitted, in accordance wit[i the recommendations discussed z~wve. I further

believe that longer pauses cause no problew, and that there is no necc I for a regulation to address other than

the min~;num pause duration.

(F) Conclusion

lbelieve that all signs (official aind non-official) visible to drivers pose adegree of riskto traffic safety

because they contribute to pofential dri-,~er distraction- I further believe that non-offk;ial signs pose a

potentially greater risk because the, message conveyed on such signs is, generally. irrelevant to the driving
task. The City of Seattle has determined that it will accept some risk of distraction for on-premises signs. I

believe that signs displa,, are more distraedn-Y : , than the on-prernises si --is the City currently

~allows for the reasons discussed in t, is report, I wouid, bowe-ver. copsider that a video message signI
1

11
1

-

designed and operated in accordal-ice ~vjth the guideljnes proposed in this report 0 be a reasonable risk

within the risks the CA% of Seattle.

3 The term "reasonable" should not be taken to suggest that any video message, regardless of duration, is

not distracting. All signs can be distracting and, in my opinion, video signs more so than others. See

Conclusion.
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APPENDIX

DEFINITIONS OF KEY TERMS

Full color - A term used to describe the capability of video displays to present millions or more colors

simultaneously through the use of separate red, green and blue CRTs or LEDs for each picture element

(pixel) of the display combined with the ability to vary the brightness of each,

Television Quality - A video image displayed with a resolution of at least that of the U.S. broadcast

television standard in the United States, as established by the National Television System Committee

(NTSC). This "native resolution" is approximately 640 pixels horizontally by 480 pixels vertically,

although it can vary slightly under some circumstances.

Nits - A measure of sign brightness increasingly used in the signage industry. A nit is equivalent to the

M2).standard international unit of brightness (luminance) of candela per square meter (cdl

Brightness - Commonly measured in NITS (cd/m2). Video displays intended for use outdoors under

daylight conditions (the most demanding application) typically advertise brightness levels of 3000-5000

NITS.

Viewing Angle - The point, specified in degrees from the center of the display, at which the measured

brightness of the display is reduced ("falls off") to 50% of its maximum, Viewing angle is typically

measured both vertically and horizontally, and is commonly, although not necessarily, symmetrical around

the axis of the display.



SEATTLE VIDEO SIGNS SUPPLEMENTAL REPORT

1. BRIGHTNESS OF VIDEO SIGNS DURING THE DAY

Other characteristics being equal (such as size of screen and image being displayed),

the brighter the display, the farther away it can be seen and the better it will "stand out'

from other objects in the visual field (this is known as "conspicuity"), Brightness, for

M2commercial video displays is typically measured in nits (ccl/, or candelas per square

meter) - the, higher the number, the brighter the display. For large screen video displays

to be highly visible outdoors in daylight, most writers suggest that a brightness of 3500-

5000 nits is a necessary minimum. Many manufacturers claim, in their product

specifiCations, to be able to achieve this level of brightness. However, because there are

many variables present in the design and operation of video displays and in the

techniques used for brightness measurement, display brightness measurement is not

straightforward.

2. CONCERNS ABOUT SIGN BRIGHTNESS AT NIGHT

Video technology has only recently enabled displays that are bright enough (while

presenting V1 color, moving images of television quality) to be effectively used in bright

daylight. For traff Jc safety, however, we must be more concerned with their potential

brightness at night and on dark, overcast days. There are three closely related issues

that are the sources of concern. These are (a) the driver's state of dark adaptation; (b)

glare; and (c) the loss of conspicuity of official signs and markings in proximity to bright

commercial displays.

a. Dark Adaptation. When driving at night, drivers' eyes gradually become dark-

adapted, enabling them to see objects of relatively low brightness and contrast. Dark

adaptation is a physiological mechanism that may require several minutes or more,

depending on factors such as the extent of the change in ambient illumination, the

presence of lighting or glare sources which might delay or otherwise hinder the dark

adaptation process, the person's age, and general eye health. The phenomenon of dark

adaptation is commonly experienced when one walks into a darkened movie theater. At

fIrst it is quite difficult to recognize objects within the theater such as vacant seats or

other people. Over time, however, as one's eyes gradually adapt to the reduced light

levels, objects within the environment become quite recognizable. Upon leaving the

movie theater and entering a sunlit streetscape, the reverse phenomenon, known as

light adaptation, occurs. Light adaptation takes place far more quickly than does dark
y

adaptation due to differences in the physiological mechanisms involved, and this is a

principal cause for concern in night driving. If, when driving at night a driver's dark-

adapted state is compromised by the presence of a bright object, such as a video sign

within the field-of-view, the driver's ability to discern potential hazards such as

pedestrians or bicyclists (especially those wearing dark clothing), potholes or objects in

the roadway, may be compromised. Prior research has shown that high-iuminance signs

car change the adaptation level of the viewer's eye, suggesting that a driver's night

vision might be temporarily impaired for other tasks requiring dark adaptation.

b. Glare. Glare is caused when a bright object temporarily overwhelms the eye's

ability to adapt quickly. Bright objects such as highly illuminated signs can cause glare

that, in turn, can compromise dark adaptation. There are two types of glare, known as



discomfort glare and disability glare. The former makes the visual task of driving,

including sign reading, temporarily more physically stressful, and thus may reduce the

effort that a driver will make to use his or her eyes for a time. Disability glare, also called

veiling luminance, is of greater concern for road and traffic safety. It results in a
reduction in the perceived contrast of visual stimuli, rendering them nearly invisible for a

time. Most drivers have encountered a form of disability glare when driving on a two-lane

country road at night. The glaro of oncoming headlights (especially high.beams) can

temporarily blind the affectend driver, making it difficult or impossible for him or her to

observe lane markings, road sigrs, hazards, or the taillights of a vehicle ahead. It must
also be noted that, as people age, both dark adaptation and glare recovery take longer.

Because disal-Aity glare can adverse4v affect safety, a brightness standard should have,

as its criterion, tl~e reduced likelihood of disability glare.

c. Loss of Conspicuity, A third phenomenon related to the adverse e-ffenct of a

bright object in the visual field is that other nearby objects of lower brightness may. lose

conspicuity by comparison. This is of concern in environments such as downtown
Seattle because there are likely to be official traff ic control devices, including signs,

signals and markings, that can become visual::y "lost" due to the attention-getting

brightness of nearby video signs

For these reasons it is important that upper limits on sign brightness be established for

video signs operating during dark or overcast daytirne conditions, although it is not

necessary to turn the

s
i.
,

".. :in,*-
off completely. What is necessary is to reduce the luminance

of the sign such that it is not so much brighter than the background luminance of the

streetscape against which it will be seen that it can cause disability glare, impair a
driver's dark adaptation, or diminish the conspicuity of nearby traffic control devices.

Sign brightness (in nits) is measured at the display surface, when the display is

producing solid white light (or as close to it as possible), and this measurement is

independent of size of the dis
,,)!ay. Measuring display brightness with readily available

handheld light meters is inadequate because such meters do not measure display

brightness per se, but instead measure foot-candies at the location of the meter - h -once

they are influenced by factors independent of, and outside the control of, the sign

operator. Because accurate measurement of display brightness requires specialized

equipment and, as stated above, there does not seem to be general agreement about

how such measurement should be taken, the establishment of a nighttime brightness

standard is not straig, Vorward.

The Illuminating Engincering. Society of North America (IESNA) has published a

hcomprehensive, Lig. lh`ng Handbook that caddresses issues of lighting and glare. In a

chapter on "Ro:.~jdv,/cay the Handbook suggests that internally illuminated and
luminous so-u(.I-e~ rn&amp;ssa-,,-e sio.ns (a category that includes video signs), in order to

remain legiN~-~ a~ siloulrl maintain brightness levels of 520 nits in areas of "medium
arnb:ent def:nend as "are-as with small commer-'al developments and lighted

roadways or1OW, nits in areas of "high ambient luminance" (defined

as"areas with high street::ighti----:~ lovels and brightly lighted advertising signs). it must be

kept in mind that these are maximum suggested brightness levels for official roadway
signs that may have to compete for attention with other stimuli, Clearly, non-essential

video displays should not maintain similar brightness levels or the conspicuity of official

traffic control devices might be lost. Accordingly, I suggest that the proposed legislation



require that video signs be dimmed at night such that they produce a maximum of 500

nits at the display face.
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1

2

3

4

ORDINANCE

AN ORDINANCE relating to land use and zoning, repealing ~tde
moratorium adopted by

5 Ordinance 119487 as amended, amending Seattle Munyipal Code Sections

6 23.55.003, 23.55.030, 23.55.034, 23.55.036, 23.55.00, 23.66.160, 23.66.338,

7 23.69.021, 23.84,036 and adding a new section 23/5.005, Video Display Methods,

8 to regulate use of video display on signs.

9

lo WHEREAS, among the purposes of the Sign CodeAe to allow signs that invite rather than

11 demand the public's attention, to encourap6 the use of signs that enhance the visual

12 environment of the city, and to protect tye public interest and safety;

13

14 WHEREAS, the City of Seattle regulates si)(hs and displays on signs in order to reduce

15 potential traffic safety hazards anoisual blight, among other reasons set out in SMC
16 23.55.001;

17

18
11

WHEREAS, for these reasons the CJVy prohibits or otherwise regulates signs that flash, or

19

20

that rotate or have moving rarts that rotate rapidly;

21 WHEREAS, a major study on ectronic signs prepared by the Federal Highwayon '

22 Administration found at "motion or the illusion of motion of lights or other display

23 features," including imation, has "the greatest potential for motorist distraction as

24 well as a dominant isual impact on the aesthetic environment." (FHA Report, Part

25
1

V1, Section L.);

26

27

28
11

NOW THEREFORF4BE IT ORDAINED BY THE CITY OF SEATTLE AS FOLLOWS:

29

1 Se

Section 1. / Subsection A of Section 23.55.003 of the Seattle Municipal Code, which

30 'ction was last ar~ended by Ordinance 112830, is further amended as follows:

31

32

33

34

35

36

37

38

39

40

41

SMC 123.55.003/ Signs prohibited in all zones.

A. /The following signs shall be prohibited in all zones:

1
. Flashing signs;

2. Signs which rotate or have a rotating or moving part or parts that

revolve at ~ speed in excess of seven (7) revolutions per minute;

3. Signs attached to or located on stationary motor vehicles, equipment,

trailers, 4id related devices, except for signs not exceeding five (5) square feet in area and

relating Yo the sale, lease or rent of a motor vehicle to which the signs are attached;

4. Portable signs other than readily detachable signs having a fixed base

or mouhting for the placement and intermittent use of such signs;

I
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4. When located within fifty (50) feet of an abutting lot in a residential

zone, any p#t of the sign using a video display method is oriented so that no portion of the

sign face i/ visible from an existing or permitted principal structure on that abutting lot.

5. Banners, streamers, strings of pennants, fabric signs, festoons of

lights, clusters of flags, wind-animated objects, balloons, searchlights, and similardevices,

except where the principal use or activity on the lot is outdoor retail sal inNC3,CI,C2
and downtown zones, and except where permitted as temporary sign; ,Zder Section

23.55.012.

6. Signs that al"m t or gppear to attempt toAirect the movement o

traffic or that interfere with, imitate or resemble my officiattrAffic sign, signal or device

7. SigU5 using a video display method, g6cot as provided in sectio

23.55.005, Yi-deo DiaplayN4etlio-ds.

NEW SECTION Section 2. A new s-e-tion 23.55.005, Video Display

Methods, is added to Chapter 23.55 of the Seattle ;LC'i'P"_al Code, as follows:

SMC 23.55.005 Video Display Methods

zones and shorel' environments;

2. The sign is a minimumdistance of fifteen feet (15') from the street

4. The ma 1 leight for any sign using a video display method shall

.xJ
'~- -umxin

be fifteen (15') feet above i i ng grade. Pole signs using a video display method shall beat

least ten feet (10') above
thekound;

and

5. The Agn is at least thirty-five (35) linear feet in any direction from

any other sign that uses a ideo display method.

B. In lieu of omplying with subsection A (3) above, the Director of DCLU shall

allow video display me ods on a sign if the sip meets all of the following additional

Pec 1

at se' a

u/a
m

development
Zanndyarrd e-

I
-

he sign is within the area shown on the map attached as Exhibit A

u of 0'

me 0~

T

and not withinLlpe al Review Districts, Historic Districts, Preservation Districts, residential

subsection A.

1000 square inches and no singled* ension of the sign exceeds three (3) feet; or the sign

meets the standards set out in sub ction B, in addition to meeting all other standards of this

3. The sign area, s measured in square inches, is less than or equal to

2. The sign is not lo ated in a residential, NC I or NC2 zone, Special

Review District, Historical District, Pr servation District, or shoreline environment;

A. Development standards. Vide~(display may be used on an existing sign or on

a new sign when the sign meets all of the diowing development standards:

I
.

The sign is an on-p~emises
sign;

edge.

The maximum size of the sign is twenty (20) square feet as

independently/applied to each sign face, including framework and border.
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2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

13

14

15

16

17

18

19

20

21

22

23

24

25

26

27

28

29

30

31

32

33

34

35

36

37

38

39

40

41

5. Duration: Any portion of the message that uses a video display

method shall have a minim-am duration of two (2) seconds and a maximum duration of ten

(10) seconds. Calculation of the duration shall not include the number of fr es per second

used in a video display method. Calculation of the maximum
duratio~

s include the timeo

used for any other display methods incorporated within that portion f e message

displayed using a video display method.

Section 3. Subsection B of Section 23.55.030 of tVSeattle Municipal Code,

which Section was last amended by Council B ill 113 ( )6fther amended as follows:

23.55.030 Signs in NC3, CI and C2 zones.

B. Signs may be electric, externally illu inated, ((of)) nonilluminated

may use video display methLDds when the Zthe develoament standards in Section

23.55.005,, Video D-isplay Methods.

Section 4. Subsection C of SectiXn 23.55.034 of the Seattle Municipal Code,

which Section was last amended by CounqA Bill 113665, is farther amended as follows:

23.55.034 Signs in downtown zo76.

C. General Standards B

Signs may
or may use vide-!Q display

Section 23.55.005, Video L!js4~

Section 5. Subs

which Section was last

All Signs.

(e electrical, externally illuminated, ((,ff))nonilluminated

thoda when the si gn meets the develop-ment standards i

y Methods.

tion B of Section 23.55,036 of the Seattle Municipal Code,

nded by Council Bill 113665, is further amended as follows:

,,

s

/in

23.55.036 Signs in B, IC, IG1 and IG2 zones.

v in

B. Signs a3y be electrical, externally illuminated, ((of)) nonilluminated ((-:)), or

mgy Lise video
-
dismo methods when the sign meets the development standardS in Section

23.55.005, Video,,V-iW-lay Methods.

Section
f.

Section 23.55.040 of the Seattle Municipal Code, which Section was

last amended bX Ordinance 118 8 88, is further amended as follows:

3
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SMC 23.55.040 Special exception for signs in commercial and downtown zones.

The Director may authorize exceptions to the regulations for th

height and depth of projection of on-premises signs in neighborhoo

commercial, downtown office core, downtown ret((i-a))~Lil core, d

commercial, and downtown harborfront zones as a special exce

23.76, Procedures for Master Use Permit and Council Land

sDecial exceDtion mav-be -authorized fbra_si_2n_usin2 v

(1) or more of the conditions in subsection A of this sect

characteristics described in subsection B of this sectioi

of the proposal. Proposals must also meet the intent

23.55.001, Intent. An exception shall not be grant

Section 23.55.003. In downtown zones, the Dire

Commission before issuance of the special exc

ize, number, type,

ornmercial,

town mixed

ion pursuant to Chapter

e Dccisions((-.))jn~tthat

display methods. When one

h have been met, the

hall be used to evaluate the merits

the Sign Code as specified in Section

for roof signs or signs prohibited in

br shall consult with the Seattle Design

ion decision.

Section 7. Subsection A of Sect# 23.66.160, which Section was last amended

by Ordinance 1175 5 5, is further amended is follows:

SMC 23.66.160 Signs.

A. The following signs s~all
be prohibited throughout the Pioneer Square

Preservation District:

I
. PermanentIt affixed, fteestanding signs (except those used to identify

areas such as parks);

)0"

2. Roof
sivs-,

3. Bill]

4. ElecW signs((3)) and signs using video display methods, excluding

neon signs.

- U SUCL on V e Oil J. 0.0oo, c Sect on was last amended

117~' urther amended as follows:by Ordiancan"ce'n J,

SMC 23.66.338 )Business identification signs

E. 11

enhanced visual im

I
.

granted by the De

after review and

2

glare on floors

[nation. Neon-lit signs are encouraged to create an exciting and

e in the retail core.

No sign or light shall move, flash or make noise. Exceptions may be

artment of Neighborhoods Director for indicators of time or temperature,

commendation by the Board.

Illuminated signs shall be designed and sited in a manner to minimize

ove grade in nearby residences.

4
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3. Signs using video ftlay methods are prohibited.

Section 9. Subsection A of Section 23.69.021 of the Seattle nicipal Code,

which Section was last amended by Council Bill 113665, is fartht Vn`ded as follows:

SMC 23.69.021 Signs in Major institution Overlay Dis~yfcts.

A. General Standards.

1. Signs shall be stationary and shall t rotat

2. No flashing, changing-image,, message board signs, or signs

using video display, methods, excWt as permitted as d
(Y

e
r

in 23.55.005. Video Disl2lin cd

Methods shall be permitted.

3. Signs may be electric, exterKally illuminated, or nonilluminated.

Section 10. Section 23.84.036 of thy(Seattle Municipal Code, which Section was
last amended by Council Bill 113 66 5, is furt)fer amended as follows:

23.84.036 Definitions -- S.

"Sign, changing-image" mean

which changes its message or backg

mechanical energy, not including

of display characterized by real-ti
J

Section 11. The mo
as of the effective date of thi

Section 12. Th

and severable, and the i

portion of this
ordinanc

circumstance, shall no
of its application to

Sign Code in order

amendments in thi

intends the Sign

~a sign., including a sign using a video dis~play method,

und by means of electrical, kinetic, solar or

essage board signs. A video display mdhod is a method

ie fall-motion imagery of at least television quality.

orium enacted in Ordinance 119487 as amended is repealed

ordinance.

'several provisions of this ordinance are declared to be separate

alidity of any clause, sentence, paragraph, subdivision, section, or

,
or the invalidity of the application thereof to any person or

affect the validity of the remainder of this ordinance or the validity

er persons or circumstances. The Council intends to maintain the

continue to promote the purposes for which it was adopted, and if the

ordinance render the Sign Code invalid in any respect, then the Council

'Ode to remain in effect as if this ordinance had not been adopted.

5
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4

5

6

Preside/it of the City Council

Approved by me this_ day oV 2001.
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Section 13. This ordinance shall take effect and be in forci~diirty (30) days from and after

its approval by the Mayor, but if not approved and returned y the Mayor within ten (10)

days after presentation, it shall take effect as providi nicipal Code Section 1.04.020.

Ir
X

U
j

Passed by the City Council the day of 200 1, and signed by

me in open session in authentication of its passaV this- day of

(SEAL)

City Clerk

List of Accompanying Attachments

Exhibit A: Mad VIDEOSIGNS

12001.

6
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ORDINANCE

3

4 AN ORDINANCE relating to land use and zoning, repealing the moratorium adopted by

5 Ordinance 119487 as amended, arnendin,- Seattle Municipal Code Sections

6 23,55,003, 23.5-5,030., 213.55.034, 23.55.0-36, '~?3..55.040,23.66.,-,160,23.66.338,

7 23.69.02 1, 3.84.036 and adding a new section 23.55.005, y
-

ideo Display Methods,

8 to regulate use of video display on signs.

9

10

11

12

13

14

15

16

17

18

19

20

21

22

23

24

25

26

27

28

Aciministration tound that motion or the illusion of motion or lights or other display

features," including animation, has "the greatest potential for motorist distraction as

well as a dominant visual impact on the aesthetic environment." (FHA Report, Part

VI, Section L.);

29
11

NOW THEREFORE, BE IT ORDAINED BY THE CITY OF SEATTLE AS FOLLOWS:

30

Sectio

Setion 1. Subsection A of Section 23.55.003 of the Seattle Municipal Code, which

31 n was last amended by Ordinance 112830, is further amended as follows:

32
11

SMC 23.55.003 Signs prohibited in all zones.

33

34 A. The following signs shall be prohibited in all zones:

35

36
11

1. / Flashing signs;

37

WHEREAS, among the purposes of the Sign Code are to allow signs that invite rather than

dernand the public's attention, to encourage the usq;bf signs that enhance the visual

public,,interest and salety;
~F

WHEREAS, the City of Seattle regulates signs and displays on signs in order to reduce

potential traffic safety hazards and visual blight, among other reasons set out in SMC
23.55.001;

WHEREAS, for these reasons the City prohibits or otherwise regulates signs that flash, or

that rotate or have moving parts that rotate rapidly;

WHEREAS, a major study on electronic signs prepared by the Federal Highway
it

38 2. Signs which rotate or have a rotating or moving part or parts that

39 revolve at a speed in excess of seven (7) revolutions per minute;
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3. Signs attached to or located on stationary rnotor vehicles, equipment,

trailers, and related devices, except for signs not exceeding five (5) square feet in area and

relating to the sale, lease or rent of a motor vehicle to which the signs are attached;

4. Portable signs otier than readily detachable signs having a fixed base

mounting for the placement and intermittent use of such signs;

5. Banners, streamers, strings of pennants, fabric signs, festoons of

lights, clusters of flags, wind-animated objects, balloons, searchlights, and similar devices,

except where the principal use or activity on the lot is outdoor retail sales in NC3, C1, C2
and downtown zones, and except where permitted as temporary signs under Section

2155.0111

6..,,, Signs that attempt or Mpear to atteMpt to direct the movement of

traffic or that interfere
e.

7. Signs using a video disDIav method, except as provided in section

13-55.005, Video ~Disla~Met~hods.

NEW SECTION. Section 2. A new section 23.55.005, Video

Display Methods, is added to Chapter 23.55 of the Seattle Municipal Code, as follows:

19 SMC 23.55.005 Video Display Methods

20 A. Development standards. Video display may be used on a sign when the sign meets

21 all of the following development standards:

22
1

1
.

The sign is an on-prernises sign;

23 1 The sign is not located in a residential, NC I or NC2 zone, Special Review

24 District, Historical District, Preservation District, or shoreline environment;

25 3. The sign meets one of the following criteria:

26 i, the sign face is not visible from a street, driveway, or surface parking

27 area, and also is not visible from, a lot that is owned by a different

28 person, in which case the size of the sign is not limited by this

29 subsection of 23.55.005, Video Display Methods, and the standards

30 for duration or pause periods and subsection A 5, shall not apply; or

31 ii. the sign area is less than or equal to 1000 square inches and no single

32 dimension of the sign exceeds three (3) feet; or

33 iii. the sign meets the standards set out in subsection B, in addition to

34 meeting all other standards of this subsection A.

35 4. The maximum height for any sign using a video display method shall be

36 fifteen (15') feet above existing grade. Pole signs using a video display method shall be at

37 least ten feet (10') above the ground;

38 5. The sign is at least thirty-five (35) linear feet in any direction from any other

39 sign that uses a video display method;

2
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6. When located within fifty (50) feet of a lot in a residential zone, any part of

the sign using a video display method is oriented so that no portion of the sign face is visible

from an existing or permitted principal structure on that lot;

7. Duration: Any porti on of the message that uses a video display' method shall

have a m1ninium duration of two (2) seconcis and a maximum duration of five (5) seconds.

Calculation of the duration shall not include the number of frames per second used in a

video display method. Calculation of the maximum duration shall include the time used for

any other display methods incorporated within that portion of the message displayed using a

video display method;

&
a

m
p

;

Pause Between Video Portions of Message. There..9hall be twenty (20)

seconds of still image or blank screen following every message using a video display

method;

9. Audio speakers shall be prohibited in association with a sign using a video

method of display;

10. Between dusk and dawn the video display Shall be limited in brightness to no

more than 500 nits when measured from the si--In's face at its maximumbrightness; and

11. Si-ns using a video display method maybe used after dusk only until 11:00

p.m. or, if the advertising is an on-premises messageabout an event at the site where the sign

is located, for up to one hour after said event.

B. In lieu of complying with subsection A above, the Director of DCLU shall allow

video display methods on a sign if the sign meets' all of the following additional

development standards:

1. The sign is within the area shown on the map attached as Exhibit A and not

within a Special Review District, Historic District, Preservation District, residential zone or

shoreline environment;

2. The sign is a minimumdistance of fifteen feet (15') from the curb; and

3. The maximLim size of th~ sign is twenty (20) square feet as independently

applied to each sign face, including, framework and border.

C. Video Signs Previously Erected. Oii-premises signs using the video method of display,

that have permits authorizing use of that method of display issued prior to August 1, 2001,

may continue to use the video method of display authorized in the permit provided that they

meet the standards of 23.55.005.A.6-11 above within 180 days from the effective date of the

ordinance codified in this section. Previously erected and permitted signs that use a video

method of display located within
thex, ea shown on the map attached as Exhibit A shall not

be subject to the standards of 23,5591'7~ If the video method of display is terminated for

180 days or the sign is relocated or reconstructed, then the video method of display cannot

be used except in conformance with the development standards of section 23.55.005.

3
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Section 3. Subsection B of Section 23.55.030 of the Seattle Municipal Code,
which Section was last amended by Ordinance 118302, is further amended as follows:

23.55.03.0 Signs in NC3, CI and C2 zones.

B. Si-.,~~is may be electric, externally illuminated, ((ef)) nonilluminated or use

methods when the sign eets the-dev
-

yi m elopment standards in Section 23.55.005,

Video Displgy Methods.

Section 4:., Subsection C of Section 23.55.034 of the Seattle Municipal Code,

which Section was'Jast amended by Ordinance 119239, is further amended as follows:

23.55.034 Signs in downtown zones.

C. General Standards for All Signs.

1. Signs may be electrical, externally illuminated, ((ef))nonilluminated

or may use videp di sp]
"

av metli.ods when the sign meets the development standards in

Section 23.55.005, Video PL,,Rlay Methods.

Section 5. Subsection B, of Section 23.55.036 of the Seattle Municipal Code,

which Section was last amended by Ordinance 119391, is further am,ended as follows:

23.55.036 Signs in IB, IC, IGI and IGZzones.

B. Signs may be electrical, externally ill~minated, ((of)) nonilluminated

h6ldevelopuse v"r-k-o dicp-lay methods when the sign meets t _ment standards in Section
....................

23.55.0.05, Video Displ4y Njethods.

Section 6. Section 23.55.040 of the Seattle Municipal Code, which Section was
last amended by Ordinance 118888, is further amended as follows:

4
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SMC 23.55.040 Special exception for signs in commercial and downtown.,Zones.

The Director may authorize exceptions to the regulations for the size, number, type,

height and depth of projection of on-premises signs in neighborhood corpmercial,

commercial, downtown office core, downtown core, downtown mixed
Y

commercial, and downtown harborf-ront zones as a special exception,--pursuant to Chamer

23.76, Procedures for Master Use Permit and Council Land Use D0C'isions((-:)), except that

no special exception may be authorized for a si2n using video dis-blav methods. When one

(1) or more c A' the conditions in subsection A of this section haye been met, the

charactenstics described ir subsection B of this section sh~all,be used to evaluate the merits

of the proposal. Proposals inust also meet the intent of the Sign Code as specified in Section

23.55.00 1, Intent. An exception shall not be granted for T,,6of signs or signs prohibited in

Section 23.55.003. In downtown zones, the Director shall consult with the Seattle Design

Commission before issuance of the special exception decision.

Section 7. Subsection A of Section 23,66.160, which Section was last amended

by Ordinance 117555, is further amended as follows:

SMC 23.66.160 Signs.

A. The following signs shall be prohibited throughout the Pioneer Square

Preservation District:

Permanently affixed, freestanding signs (except those used to identify areas

such as parks);

Roof signs;

Billboards;

Electric signs((-;).)'.
and signs using video display methods, xcluding neon

Section 8. Sub§'ection E of Section 23.66.338, which Section was last amended

by Ordinance 117555, is~urthcr amended as follows:

SMC 23.66.338 Bus~ifiess identification signs

5
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E. Illumination. Neon-lit signs are encouraged to create an exciting and

enhanced visual image in the retail core.

1. No sign or light shall move, flash or make noise. Exceptions may be

granttd,.,by the Department of Neighborhoods Director for indicators of time or temperature,

after ieviaw and recommendation by the Board,

2. Illuminated signs shall be designed and sited in a manner to minimize

glare on floors above grade in nearby residences.

d.

Section 9. Subsection A of Section 23.69.021 of the Seattle Municipal Code,
which Section was last amended by Ordinance 118362, is further amended as follows:

SMC 23.69.021 Signs in Major_ Institution Overlay Districts.

A. General Standards.

I
. Signs shall be"stationary and shall not rotate.

2. No flashing, chAnging-image, ((ef)) message board signspLsigns

s defined in 23.55.005, Video DisWay

Methods, shall be permitted.

3. Signs may be electric~,,externally illuminated, or nonilluminated.

Section 10. Section 23.84.036 of the Seattle Municipal Code, which Section was

last amended by Ordinance 119839, is further amended as follows:

23.84.036 Definitions -- S.

"Sign, changing-image" means a sign., including a sign using a Video displU method

which changes its message or background by means of electrical, kineti .&amp;';,;so1ar or

mechanical energy, not including message board signs. A video disi)lay method is a method

of disDlav characterized by real-t.i.m.e., full-motion imagerv of at least televisior~'quali!y.

Section 11. The moratorium enacted in Ordinance 119487 as amended is repealed

as of the effective date of this ordinance.

6
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2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

13

14

15

16

17

Section 12. The several provisions of this ordinance are declared to be separate

and severable, and the invalidity of any clause, sentence, paragraph, subdivision, section, or

portion of this ordinance, or the invalidity of the application thereof to any p erson or

circumstance, shall not affect the validity of the remainder of this ordinance or the validity of

its application to other persons or circumstances. The Council intends~ to maintain the Sign

Code in order to continue to promote the purposes for which it xA~Iadopted, and if the

amendments in this ordinance render the Sign Code invalid in wly respect, then the Council

intends the Sign Code to remain in effect as if this ordinan~4ad not been adopted.

Section 13. This ordinance shall take ef~ec/t and be in force thirty (30) days from

,p~roved and returned by the Mayor withinand after its approval by the Mayor, but if not a

ten (10) days after presentation, it shall tal6e' effect as provided by Municipal Code

Section 1.04.020.
'J"

/

18 Passed by the City Council the day of
,

2001, and signed by

19 me in open session in authentication of its passage this - day of
3

20 11 2001 ~

21

22 President of the City Council

23

24 Approved by me this- day of 2001.

25

26

27 Paul Schell, Mayor
28

29 Filed by me this- day of 2001.

30

31

32
11 ".1 City Clerk

33
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ORDINANCE
2

30

31

32

33

34

35

36

37

38

39

AN ORDINANCE relating to land use and zoning, repealing the morat6rium adopted by

Ordinance 119487 as amended, amending Seattle Municipal Code Sections

23.55.003, 23.55.030, 23.55.034, 23.55.036, 23.55.040, 23.6,K.160, 23.66.338,

23.69.021, 23.84.036 and adding a new section 23.55.011":,-Ivideo Display Methods,

to regulate use of video display on signs.

WHEREAS, among the purposes of the Sign Code are to,ollow signs that invite rather than

demand the public's attention, to encourage the,;dse of signs that enhance the visual

environment of the city, and to protect the ullic interest and safety;

WHEREAS, the City of Seattle regulates signs and displays on signs in order to reduce

potential traffic safety hazards and visuii blight, among other reasons set out in SMC
23.55.001;

WHEREAS, for these reasons the City prohibits or otherwise regulates signs that flash, or

that rotate or have moving pat-i's
that rotate rapidly;

WHEREAS, a major study on elect-ionic signs prepared by the Federal Highway
Administration found that "motion or the illusion of motion of lights or other display

features," including anipiation, has "the greatest potential for motorist distraction as

well as a dominant visui al impact on the aesthetic environment." (FHA Report, Part

V1, Section L.);

NOWTBEREFORE, .-BE IT ORDAINED BY THE CITY OF SEATTLE AS FOLLOWS:

Sectionl. Subsection A of Section 23.55.003 of the Seattle Municipal Code, which

Section was last amended by Ordinance 112 8 3 0, is further amended as follows:

SMC 23.55.003,;" Siens vrohibited in all zones.

A. The following signs shall be prohibited in all zones:

L Flashing signs;

2. Signs which rotate or have a rotating or moving part or parts that

revolve at a speed in excess of seven (7) revolutions per minute;

I
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11
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13

14

15

16

17

18

19

20

21

22

23

24

25

26

27

28

29

30

31

32

33

34

35

36

37

38

39

I

3. Signs attached to or located on stationary motor vehicles, equipment,

trailers, and related devices, except for signs not exceeding five (5) square feet in area and

relating to the sale, lease or rent of a motor vehicle to which the signs are attached;--,

4. Portable signs other than readily detachable signs having a'fixe'd base

or mounting for the placement and intermittent use of such signs;

5. Banners, streamers, strings of pennants, fabric signs, festoons of

lights, clusters of flags, wind-animated objects, balloons, searchlights, A d similardevices,

except where the principal use or activity on the lot is outdoor retail
'

sales in NC3, C 1, C2

and downtown zones, and except where permitted as temporary signs under Section

23.55.012.

6. Signs that atteMpt or gMear to attempt.t6 direct the movement of

traffic or that interfere with, -imitate or resemble M officiat, affic sign, signal or device.

7. Signs IjSip.~zq video displU method,~ except as provided in section

23.55.005, Video DisplU Methods.

NEWSECTION. Section 2.

',
;
:
~ A new section 23.55.005, Video

Display Methods, is added to Chapter 23.55 ofthe Seattle Municipal Code, as follows:

SMC 23.55.005 Video Display Methods

A. Development standards. Video display may be used on a sign when the sign meets

all of the following development standards:

1
.

The sign is an on-prelftises sign;

2. The sign is not located in a residential, NC I of NC2 zone, Special Review

District, Historical District, Preservation District, or shoreline environment;

3. The sign meets one of the following criteria:

i. the sigi-, face is not visible from a street, driveway, or surface parking

area,and also is not visible from a lot that is owned by a different

person, in which case the size of the sign is not limited by this

subsection of 23.55.005, Video Display Methods, and the standards

f6r duration or pause periods and subsection A 5, shall not apply; or

ii. the sign area is less than or equal to 1000 square inches and no single

dimension of the sign exceeds three (3) feet; or

Ili. the sign meets the standards set out in subsection B, in addition to

meeting all other standards of this subsection A.

4. The maximum height for any sign using a video display method shall be

fifteen (15') feet above existing grade. Pole signs using a video display method shall be at

least ten feet (10) above the ground;

5. The sign is at least thirty-five (35) linear feet in any direction from any other

sign that uses a video display method;
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6. When located within fifty (50) feet of a lot in a residential zone, any part of

the sign using a video display method is oriented so that no portion of the sign face is visible

from an existing or permitted principal structure on that lot;

7. Duration: Any portion of the message that uses a video display method shall

Zhave a minimumduration of two (2) seconds and a maximum duration of five (5)"seconds.

Calculation of the duration shall not include the number of frames per second u
/

,sr6d in a

video display method. Calculation of the maximum duration shall include the"time used for

any other display methods incorporated within that portion of the message,displayed using a

video display method;

8. Pause Between Video Portions of Message. There shall'be twenty (20)

seconds of still image or blank screen following every message using a video display

method;

9. Audio speakers shall be prohibited in associatiop/with a sign using a video

method of display;

10. Between dusk and dawn the video display shall be limited in brightness to no

more than 500 nits when measured from the sign's face afits maximum brightness; and

11. Signs using a video display method may/~e used after dusk only until 11:00

p.m. or, if the advertising is an on-premises messageAout an event at the site where the

sign is located, for up to one hour after said event.

B. In lieu of complying with subsection Ajl) above, the Director of DCLU shall allow

video display methods on a sign if the sign rn6ets all of the following additional

development standards:

I The sign is within the area,.-S'hown on the map attached as Exhibit A and not

within a Special Review District, Histor District, Preservation District, residential zone or

shoreline environment;

2. The sign is a minimum distance of fifteen feet (15') from the curb
.-

and

3. The maximum size 6f the sign is twenty (20) square feet as independently

applied to each sign face, includin
.

g framework and border.

C. Video Signs Previously ]Erected. On-premises signs using the video method of display,

that have permits authorizin'
'Ig

use of that method of display issued prior to August 1, 2001,

may continue to use the video method of display authorized in the permit provided that they

meet the standards of 23.55.005.A.6-11 above within 180 days from the effective date of the

ordinance codified in this section. Previously erected and permitted signs that use a video

method of display located within the area shown on the map attached as Exhibit A shall not

be subject to the standards of 23.55.005. If the video method of display is terminated for

180 days or the sign is relocated or reconstructed, then the video method of display cannot

be used except in conformance with the development standards of section 23.55.005.

3
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Section 3. Subsection B of Section 23.55.030 of the Seattle Myh"icipal Code,

which Section was last amended by Ordinance 118 3 02, is further amendid as follows:

23.55.030 Signs in NC3, CI and C2 zones.

B. Signs may be electric, externally illuminated, ((~ff)) no"nilluminated ((-)), or mqY use

video disl2lU methods when the sign meets the developmgLt standards in Section 23.55.005

Video DiSPILly Nlethods,

Section 4. Subsection C of Section"23.55.034 of the Seattle Municipal Code,

which Section was last amended by Ordinance' 119239, is further amended as follows:

23.55.034 Signs in downtown zones.

C. General Standards forI.X11 Signs.

I Signs maybe electrical, externally illuminated, ((Of))nonilluminated

or mgy use video diMIgy m hods when the sign meets the development standards in

Section 23.55.005, Video Dis _lU Methods.

Section 5. Su section B of Section 23.55.036 of the Seattle Municipal Code,

which Section was last.-amended by Ordinance 119391, is further amended as follows:

23.55.036 Signs in IB, IC, IGI and IG2 zones.

B. Signs nmay be electrical, externally illuminated, ((e+)) nonilluminated ((-.)).,_~ma

use video displ~!y methods when the sign meets the development standards in Section

23.55.005, Video Displqy Methods.

4
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Section 6. Section 23.55.040 of the Seattle Municipal Code, which Section was

last amended by Ordinance 118 8 8 8, is further amended as follows:

SMC 23.55.040 Special exception for signs in commercial and do-watown zones.

The Director may authorize exceptions to the regulations for the size, number, type,

height and depth of projection of on-premises signs in neighborhood commercial,

commercial, downtown office core, downtown ret((i-a))ail core
,
downtown mixed

commercial, and downtown harborfront zones as a special exception pursuant to Chapter

23.76, Procedures for Master Use Permit and Council Land Use Decisions((-.)), except th

no special exception mE be authorized for a sign using video display methods.-When one

(1) or more of the conditions in subsection A of this sep on have been met, the

characteristics described in subsection B of this secti.A shall be used to evaluate the merits

of the proposal. Proposals must also meet the intent-bif the Sign Code as specified in Section

23.55.001, Intent. An exception shall not be grai~fed for roof signs or signs prohibited in

Section 23.55.003. In downtown zones, the Dirpctor shall consult with the Seattle Design
Commission before issuance of the special ex ption decision.

Section 7. Subsection A of-8
..

ection 23,66.160, which Section was last amended

by Ordinance 117 5 5 5, is further ameiided as follows:

SMC 23.66.160 Signs.

A The following' signs shall be prohibited throughout the Pioneer Square

Preservation District:

Permanenfly affixed, freestanding signs (except those used to identify areas

such as parks);

Roof signs;

Billboards;

Electric. sign-s((F)) and signs using video displqy methods, excluding neon

signs.

Section 8. Subsection E of Section 23.66.338, which Section was last amended

by Ordinance 117555, is further amended as follows:

5
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1

2

3

4 SMC 23.66.338 Business identification signs

E. Illumination. Neon-lit signs are encouraged to create an exciting and

enhanced visual image in the retail core.

I
.

No sign or light shall move., Rash or make noise. ~Exceptions may be

granted by the Department of Neighborhoods Director for indicators off time or temperature,

after review and recommendation by the Board.

2. Illuminated signs shall be designed and sited in a manner to minimize

glare on floors above grade in nearby residences.

3. Sijzns using video dimlay methods are prohibited.

Section 9. Subsection A of Section 23.69.021 of the Seattle Municipal Code,

which Section was last amended by Ordinance 118362, is further amended as follows:

SMC 23.69.021 Signs in Major Institution Overlay Districts.

A. General Standards,

I Signs shall be station and shall not rotate.4ry

2. No flashing, changi4i-image., ((of)) message board signs,~Q ~ins
using video displqy methods, except as permitted as defined in 23.55.005, Video Display

Methods, shall be permitted.

3. Signs may be electric, externally illuminated, or nonilluminated.

Section 10. Section 23.8.4.036 of the Seattle Municipal Code, which Section was

last amended by Ordinance 11983.9, is further amended as follows:

23.84.036 Definitions -- S.

"Sign, changing-image" means a sign., including a sign using a video displqy method,

which changes its message or background by means of electrical, kinetic, solar or

6
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mechanical energy, not including message board signs. A video displgy method L4a method

of displU characterized by real-time, full-motion imagery of at least televisigo4uali1y.

Section I I. The moratorium enacted in Ordinance 119487 a0mended is repealed

as of the effective date of this ordinance.

Section 12. The several provisions of this ordinance e declared to be separate

p

f I

and severable, and the invalidity of any clause, sentence, par raph, subdivision, section, orn e

/n
a
,,
.

j

portion of this ordinance, or the invalidity of the applicatio thereof to any person or

'h

in

s Ord'nance

circumstance, shall not affect the validity of the remaind of this ordinance or the validity

ther

e

io

ar gr

of its application to other persons or circumstances. T Council intends to maintain the

e

r

Sign Code in order to continue to promote the purpo s for which it was adopted, and if the
,
'c

amendments in this ordinance render the Sign Cod invalidin any respect, then the Council

intends the Sign Code to remain in effect as if th' ordinance had not been adopted.

Section 13. This ordinance shall a e effect and be in force thirty (30) days from

and after its approval by the Mayor, but not approved and returned by the Mayor withinr

ten (10) days after presentation, it y
a
ll

take effect as provided by Municipal Code

Section 1.04.020.

Passed by the City Council the k, day of __I

me in open session in authen)(cation of its passage this day of

2001.

President of the City Council

Approved by'~ne this_ day of 2001.

City Clerk

~

2001.

7



STATE OF WASHINGTON - KING COUNTY
--SS.

135103 No. ORDINANCE IN FULL

City of Seattle,Clerk's Office

Affidavit of Publication

The undersigned, on oath states that he is an authorized representative of The Daily Journal of

Commerce, a daily newspaper, which newspaper is a legal newspaper of general circulation and it is now
and has been for more than six months prior to the date of publication hereinafter referred to, published in

the English language continuously as a daily newspaper in Seattle, King County, Washington, and it is now
and during all of said time was printed in an office maintained at the aforesaid place of publication of this

newspaper. The Daily Journal of Commerce was on the 12ffi day of June, 1941, approved as a legal

newspaper by the Superior Court of King County.

The notice in the exact form annexed, was published in regular issues of The Daily

Journal of Commerce, which was regularly distributed to its subscribers during the below stated period.
The annexed notice, a

CT: 120466 ORDJN FULL

was published on

08/21/01

4.

Subscribed and sworn to before me on

Affidavit of Publication

08/21/01

Notary public for the State of Washington

residing in Seattle
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